Abstract: Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is investigated for hypersonic turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate at ∞ = 8 with the ratio of wallto-freestream temperature equal to 1.9. The result shows that, due to strong compressibility effects, the Morkovin's hypothesis is not fully validity and the SRA also does not fully hold. It also verifies that the semi-local wall coordinate * is better than conventional + in analysis the statistics features of turbulent boundary layer (TBL) with hypersonic flow.
Main results
In present paper, the DNS of a spatially evolving TBL over a flat plate is performed. The evolving procedure includes from laminar, transition and to final fully developed turbulent stage. The strong compressibility effects has been verified in our work.
The specific flow conditions are listed in the table 1. It needs to emphases that all the statistical quantities are taken at = 12.91 where is fully developed turbulence region. Definitions of Reynolds number are = ∞ ∞ ∞ , 1 = , and 2 = , respectively. Subscripts ' ' denotes the wall condition, ' ∞ ', freestream, overline, ensemble average. ' ' and ' ' are nominal and momentum thickness of boundary layer, respectively.
is wall friction velocity. The computational region and mesh are
, respectively. Figure 1 shows that when the freestream Mach number is up to 8 and wall temperature is very cold, the turbulent Mach number is up to 0.59 near to the wall, which is large enough to cause strong compressibility effects. Furthermore, that possible lead to product turbulent shocklet which is being verified in our present research. The mean velocity profile does not similar to the case of incompressible, as shown in figure 2 , the Karman constant keeps 0.41, but thickness of viscous sublayer decrease to + ≤ 3 and log-law region covers about (90, 350). As the result, the buffer layer is enlarged heavily. The log-law region move toward outer of boundary layer. This is mainly because that the Morkovin's hypothesis is no longer fully validity in the case of strong compressibility effects. As we known, the SRA approximates to unit in incompressible and weak compressible boundary layer. However, figure 3 shows that except extended SRA, the standard and modified SRA [1] are far away from unit near to the wall. So this further indicates that the Morkovin's hypothesis is no longer fully validity. [2] has suggested in investigation of channel turbulence at middle Mach number, we also recommend to use * in analysis of supersonic and hypersonic wall turbulent. Figure 4 shows the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget versus * , and all the terms are normalized by the viscous dissipation term at the wall, i.e.
. From this figure we can see that the turbulent energy production term , the dissipation term , the turbulent transport term and the viscous diffusion term are dominant, and the other terms are small. If these terms are plotted against + , all curves are stretched to outer direction of axis, which is extremely detrimental to analysis multi-layer structure of TBL. For instance, the position of peak value of production term changes from present * = 13 to + = 30. All the other discrepancy caused by different wall coordinate have been tested.
Conclusion
The results show that the present computational conditions can cause enough compressibility effects which lead to Morkovin's hypothesis is no longer hold. AS the results, the Van Direst transfer and SRA are all no longer validity. The wall coordinate * which is better than + is recommended to be used in such case.
